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Out yonder there was this huge world, which exists independently of us human beings and which

stands before us like a great, eternal riddle, at least partially accessible to our inspection and

thinking. The contemplation of this world beckoned as a liberation, and I soon noticed that many

a man whom I had learned to esteem and to admire had found inner freedom and security in

its pursuit. The mental grasp of this extra-personal world within the frame of our capabilities

presented itself to my mind, half consciously, half unconsciously, as a supreme goal. Similarly

motivated men of the present and of the past, as well as the insights they had achieved, were the

friends who could not be lost.

- Albert Einstein
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A B S T R AC T

We present a new, fully ab initio approach for computing intramolecular charge and energy transfer

rates. Using a time-convolutionless master-equation approach, parameterized with couplings

obtained from an accurate quantum-chemical approach, we benchmark the approach against

experimental results and predictions from Marcus theory for triplet energy transfer for a series of

donor-bridge-acceptor systems. An important component of our analysis is the use of a projection

operator scheme that parses out speci�c internal nuclear motions that accompany the electronic

transition. Using an iterative Lanczos method, we concentrate the coupling between the electronic

and nuclear degrees of freedom into a small number of reduced harmonic modes. We �nd that

using only a single reduced mode–termed the “primary mode” or “Lanczos modes”, one obtains an

accurate evaluation of the golden-rule rate constant and insight into the nuclear motions responsible

for coupling the initial and �nal electronic states.

In particular, the irreducible representation of the primary mode reveals hidden details of the

dynamics. For the cases considered here, the primary modes belong to totally symmetric irreducible

representations of the donor and acceptor moieties. Upon investigating the molecular geometry

changes following the transition, we propose that the electronic transition process can be broken

into two steps, in the agreement of Born-Oppenheimer approximation: a fast excitation transfer

occurs, facilitated by the “primary Lanczos mode” (PLM), followed by slow nuclear relaxation on

the �nal electronic diabatic surface.

We apply the method to a larger, “star” molecule, that has been experimentally shown that

its exciton transfer pathway can be radically modi�ed by mode-speci�c infrared excitation of

its vibrational mode. The primary mode and rate constants we obtain generally agree with the

experiments.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 introduction

Energy and electronic transport plays a central role in a wide range of chemical and biological

systems. It is the fundamental mechanism for transporting the energy of an absorbed photon to

a reaction center in light harvesting systems and for initiating a wide range of photo-induced

chemical processes, including vision, DNA mutation, and pigmentation. The seminal model for

calculating electron transfer rates was developed by Marcus in the 1950’s[1–3].

kMarcus =
2π
~
|Vab |

2 1
√

4πkBTλ
e−(λ+∆ϵ )

2/4λkBT . (1.1)

where λ is energy required to reorganize the environment following the transfer of an electron

from donor to acceptor. and ∆ϵ is the driving force for the reaction, as illustrated in Fig. 1. If we

assume that the nuclear motions about the equilibrium con�gurations of the donor and acceptor

species is harmonic, the chemical reactions resulting from energy or charge transfer events can be

understood in terms of intersecting diabatic potentials as sketched. The upper and lower curves are

the adiabatic potential energy surfaces describing the nuclear dynamics resulting from an energy

or charge transfer event, taking the geometry of the donor state as the origin.

0 Part of this chapter has been published in Xunmo Yang and E. R. Bittner, Intramolecular Charge- and Energy-Transfer
Rates with Reduced Modes: Comparison to Marcus Theory for Donor–Bridge–Acceptor Systems. The Journal of Physical
Chemistry A118, 5196 (2014)
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1.1 introduction
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Figure 1.: Sketch of Marcus parabolas for a model energy or charge transfer system. Labeled are the key
parameters used to compute the Marcus rate constant (Eq. 1.1). Energies are given in eV and the
collective nuclear displacement is dimensionless.

As the transfer occurs by crossing an energy barrier, the transfer rate can be expected to be in

the Arrhenius form

k ∝ e−EA/kBT , (1.2)

with EA as the activation energy. Using EA = (λ + ∆ϵ )2/4λ we can relate the activation energy to

both the reorganization energy and driving force, −∆ϵ . One of the most profound predictions of

the theory is that as the driving force increases, the transfer rate reaches a maximum and further

increases in the driving force lead to lower reaction rates, termed the inverted regime. The inverted

region is unequivocally substantiated by Miller et al. [18] in a series experiments of intramolecular

transfer. Part of their work is used as the experimental benchmark of our model in Chapter 2 and 3.

A number of years ago, our group developed a time-convolutionless master equation approach

for computing state-to-state rates in which the coupling between states depends upon the nuclear

2



1.2 theoretical approach

coordinates[4]. This approach incorporates a fully quantum-mechanical treatment of both the

nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom and recovers the well-known Marcus expression in the

semiclassical limit. The model is parameterized by the vibrational normal mode frequencies, and

the electronic energies and energy derivatives at a reference con�guration. The approach has been

used by our group to compute state-to-state transition rates in semi-empirical models for organic

semiconducting light-emitting diode and photovoltaics [5–8]. Our work here represents the �rst

time this approach has been used within the context of a fully ab initio quantum-chemical model.

As such, this present work provides an important benchmark of the approach since all parameters

will be determined using state-of-the-art quantum-chemical methods and results compared to both

theoretical and experimental rates.

1.2 theoretical approach

Below we give a detailed description of our methods.

1.2.1 Model Hamiltonian

We consider a generic model for n electronic states coupled linearly to a phonon bath. Taking the

electronic ground state of the system as a reference and assuming that the electronic states are

coupled linearly to a common set of modes, we arrive at a generic form for the Hamiltonian, here

written for two coupled electronic states:

H =
*...
,

ϵ1 0

0 ϵ2

+///
-

+
*...
,

g11 g12

g21 g22

+///
-

· q +
p2

2 +
1
2q

T · Ω · q.

(1.3)

3



1.2 theoretical approach

Here, the �rst term contains the electronic energies, ϵ1 and ϵ2 computed at a reference geometry–

typically that of the donor or acceptor state. The second term represents the linearized coupling

between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom given in terms of the mass-weighted normal

coordinates q. The equation assumes the potentials for the excited states are parabolic. This is

usually valid in the reaction region, as we will show in next several chapters. The diagonal terms

give the adiabatic displacement forces between the reference geometry and the two states. If we

choose one of the states as the reference state, then either g11 or g22 will vanish. The remaining

two terms correspond to the harmonic motions of the nuclear normal modes, given here in mass-

weighted normal coordinates. In the normal mode basis, the Hessian matrix, Ω, is diagonal with

elements corresponding to the normal mode frequencies, ω2
j .

We now separate Eq. 1.3 into diagonal and o�-diagonal terms

Ĥ = Ĥo + V̂ (1.4)

and perform a polaron transform using the unitary transformation [4, 9, 10].

U = e
−

∑
ni
дnni
~ωi

|n〉〈n |(a†i −ai )

=
∑
n

|n〉〈n |e
−

∑
i
дnni
~ωi

(a†i −ai ) (1.5)

under which the transformed Hamiltonian is written in terms of the diagonal elements

H̃0 = U
−1H0U =

∑
n

ϵ̃n |n〉〈n | +
∑
i

~ωia
†

i ai , (1.6)

with the renormalized electronic energies,

ϵ̃n = ϵn −
∑
i

д2
nni

~ωi
, (1.7)

4



1.2 theoretical approach

and o�-diagonal terms,

V̂nm =
∑
i

дnmi

(
a†i + ai −

2дnni
~ωi

)
e
∑
j
(дnnj−дmmj )

~ωj
(a†j−aj ) . (1.8)

In the transformed (or dressed) picture the electronic transition from state |n〉 to |m〉 is accompanied

by the excitations of all the normal modes. Following the conventional notations in this �eld, we

refer to all harmonic nuclear motions as phonons. Transforming to the interaction representation

and performing a trace over the phonons gives the spectral density in terms of the autocorrelation

of the electron-phonon coupling operators.

Snm (ω̃) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dte−iω̃t 〈V̂nm (t )V̂mn (0)〉. (1.9)

Here, V̂nm (t ) is the electron-phonon coupling term in the Heisenberg representation and 〈· · · 〉

denotes a thermal average over the vibrational degrees of freedom. The derivation and explicit

form for the kernel in Eq. 1.9 is quite lengthy and is given in Ref. [4].

1.2.2 Non-Markovian Master Equation and Golden-Rule Rates

In Ref. [4], Pereverzev and Bittner derived a non-Markovian, time-convolutionless form of the Pauli

master equation (TCLME) for general system described by Eq. 1.3.

dPn
dt
=

∑
m,n

Wnm (t )Pm (t ) −
∑
m,n

Wmn (t )Pn (t ) (1.10)

where the time-dependent rates are given by

Wnm (τ ) = 2Re
∫ τ

0
dt

〈
V̂nm (0)V̂mn (t )

〉
e−iω̃nmt . (1.11)

5



1.2 theoretical approach

In the limit that τ → ∞, Eq. 1.11 gives the Fermi’s Golden Rule expression for the transition rate,

knm = 2Re
∫ ∞

0
dt

〈
V̂nm (0)V̂mn (t )

〉
e−iω̃nmt . (1.12)

At this point it is useful to connect the various terms in the phonon-dressed Hamiltonian with

speci�c physical parameters. First, the reorganization energy is given by

λnm =
∑
j

(
дnnj − дmmj

)2

ωj
=

∑
j

~ωjS j (1.13)

where the {S j } are the Huang-Rhys factors for each phonon mode. These are related to the Franck-

Condon factor describing the overlap between the vj = 1 vibronic state in one electronic state with

the vj = 0 vibronic state in the other. Likewise, the energy di�erence between the renormalized

energy gaps is related to the driving force of the state-to-state transition,

∆Enm = ϵ̃n − ϵ̃m . (1.14)

We �rst developed the approach about 10 years ago. However, the di�culty in using this approach

is that it requires both diagonal (gnn) and o�-diagonal (gnm) derivative couplings between adiabatic

states. In the following section, we discuss how we have used the Edmiston-Ruedenberg (ER)

localization scheme [11] to estimate the couplings. We also present how one can construct a reduced

set of harmonic modes that fully capture the electron/nuclear coupling.

1.2.3 Adiabatic and Diabatic Representations

There are two common ways to represent the Hamiltonian, adiabatic and diabatic representations,

as sketched in Fig. 2. The way we represent the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.3 is adiabatic representation,

6



1.2 theoretical approach

Figure 2.: Sketch of adiabatic and diabatic representations for two-state system. Compared to adiabatic
representations, diabatic representation has smoother energy surfaces and couplings.

where states are the eigenstates of molecule, and hence can be directly calculated in ab initio

quantum chemistry software. However, the o�-diagonal couplings in adiabatic representations

(дi j in Eq. 1.3) are derivative couplings, which are di�cult to compute. Even worse, the couplings

change radically near avoided crossing. A workaround is switching to diabatic representation,

where the Hamiltonian is written as

Hdia = U
THadiaU =

*...
,

ϵa (R)+T′n (R)11 Vab

Vab ϵb (R)+T′n (R)22

+///
-

. (1.15)

The diabatic representation has several advantages. First, sharp derivative couplings in adiabatic

representations are transformed to smoother static diabatic couplings,Vab . Second, potential energy

surfaces are smoothened and avoided crossing is eliminated.

7



1.2 theoretical approach

The problem now is how to obtain the transformation matrix

U =
*...
,

cosθ sinθ

− sinθ cosθ

+///
-

. (1.16)

There are many methods available [12]. Here we introduce the Edmiston-Ruedenberg diabatization

approach.

1.2.4 Edmiston-Ruedenberg Diabatization

A straightforward way to construct diabatic states is to eliminate derivative coupling mathematically,

namely, to solve

〈
ϕi (r;R) |∇R |ϕ j (r;R)

〉
= 0. (1.17)

However, it is computationally very expensive, and exact solution do not usually exist [13].

Another category of diabatization methods is based on physical intuition, with ER diabatization

being one of them. The ER diabatization is based on the idea that good diabatic states are supposed

to be localized, so the approach de�nes the diabatic states by maximizing the total electron repulsion

fER =
Nstates∑

k

"
dr1dr2

〈
ϕk |ρ̂ (r1) |ϕk

〉 〈
ϕk |ρ̂ (r2) |ϕk

〉
‖r1 − r2‖

. (1.18)

1.2.5 Parameterization From Quantum Chemistry

In order to obtain the �nal form of our target Hamiltonian, we assume the diabatic potentials are a

good approximation to the actual adiabatic potentials.

8



1.2 theoretical approach

When the adiabatic (and diabatic) energy minima are far enough away from the crossing points

and the mixing angles between the diabatic and adiabatic states is small, we can use the gradients

of the adiabatic potentials to approximate the diabatic potentials. Thus, if we perform calculations

at the optimized geometry of the �nal acceptor state (i. e. about Q2 in Fig. 1), we can write the

Hamiltonian as

Hdia,e =
*...
,

ϵ1 V12

V21 ϵ2

+///
-

+
*...
,

0 0

0 1

+///
-

g22 · q + Hosc , (1.19)

where Hosc is the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian for the vibrational normal modes. The linear

assumption amounts to performing a series expansion of the full, multi-dimensional coupling

term and keeping only the lowest order terms. Systematic improvement can be made by including

higher-order (e.g. quadratic) o�-diagonal couplings. However, this would involve a substantial

increase in the complexity of the theory. The linear assumption is reasonable so long as the mixing

angle is small, as veri�ed by the benchmark calculations presented below.

We obtain the diabatic couplings V12 and the mixing angle θ via ER localization and transform

the electronic Hamiltonian from the adiabatic basis to the diabatic basis viz.

Hdia =
*...
,

cosθ − sinθ

sinθ cosθ

+///
-

*...
,

ϵ1 0

0 ϵ2

+///
-

*...
,

cosθ sinθ

− sinθ cosθ

+///
-

. (1.20)

The diabatic coupling is then given by

Vab =
1
2 sin 2θ (ϵ2 − ϵ1) . (1.21)

9



1.3 determining the optimal electron-phonon coupling components

We then diagonalize the electronic part and transform the electron/nuclear coupling back into

the adiabatic basis. In doing so, we obtain the Hamiltonian in the form given in Eq. 1.3

H = UTHdiaU

=
*...
,

E1 0

0 E2

+///
-

+
*...
,

sin2 θ 1
2 sin 2θ

1
2 sin 2θ cos2 θ

+///
-

g22.q

+ Hosc . (1.22)

1.3 determining the optimal electron-phonon coupling components

While the Marcus expression is elegant in its simplicity in requiring three parameters that can

be obtained experimentally, it masks a wealth of detail that underlie the quantum transition.

Considerable insight into the state-to-state dynamics can be revealed by examining such motions.

However, until this work a general systematic approach for determining such motions did not exist.

Our approach is based on earlier work by our group [14] and Burghardt et al. [15–17]. Central to

the theory is that there exists a collective nuclear displacement coordinate that connects the initial

geometry of the donor to the �nal geometry of the acceptor.

Generally speaking, this collective coordinate involves all nuclear degrees of freedom. However,

the form of the electronic Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.3 suggests that there exists a subset of motions

that are speci�c modes that capture the majority of the electronic/nuclear coupling and give the

dominant contribution to the collective reaction coordinate. Within the linearized approximation

for the electronic/nuclear coupling, we can write a force tensor

F =
*...
,

g11 g12

g21 g22

+///
-

(1.23)
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1.3 determining the optimal electron-phonon coupling components

where F · q is the electronic/nuclear coupling term in Eq. 1.3. If we consider each unique element

{g11, g12, g22} to be linearly independent, but non-orthogonal force vectors, one can develop a

projection operator scheme to to parse the N -dimensional linear vector space spanned by the mass-

weighted normal mode vectors into two subspaces: one spanned by three vectors describing the

coupling between the electronic states and the other spanned by the remaining N − 3 dimensional

space spanned by motions that do not couple the electronic states. This subspace can be generated

by de�ning a projection operator

P =
′∑
α β

(
S−1

)
α β

gα ⊗ gβ (1.24)

in which the summation is limited to linearly independent vectors. Here Sα β = gα · gβ , ⊗ is outer

product, and I is unitary operator. This N ×N matrix projects out all normal modes that are directly

coupled to the electronic degrees of freedom and its complement Q = I − P projects out all modes

not directly coupled. By diagonalizing the matrix

K = P · Ω · P + Q · Ω · Q (1.25)

we obtain a transformation, M, between the normal coordinates and a new set of orthogonal

coordinates. Both P · Ω · P and Q · Ω · Q are N × N matrices. However, for a two-state system, the

former will have exactly 3 non-trivial eigenvalues, {αp }, with corresponding eigenvectors, {Mp },

whereas the latter will have exactly Nr = N − 3 non-trivial eigenvalues, {αq }, and corresponding

eigenvectors, {Mq }. This the full N × N transformation is formed by joining the non-trivial vectors

from the two respective subspaces M = {Mp ,Mq }. The transformed electron-phonon coupling

constants are given by projecting the couplings in the normal mode basis on to the new basis.

g′ab = Mp · gab . (1.26)
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1.3 determining the optimal electron-phonon coupling components

By examining the types of molecular motions that compose the Mp subspace, we can gain a deeper

understanding of the speci�c classes of internal motion that are directly involved with the electron

transfer process. In addition, we can gain a computational advantage since presumably this reduced

set of modes give the dominant contribution to the electron-phonon coupling and autocorrelation

function given as the kernel in Eq. 1.12.

1.3.1 Lanczos Method

It is crucial to notice that the vectors given in Eq. 1.22 are not linearly independent. Consequently,

special care must be taken to generate the reduced sub-space. To facilitate this, we develop an

iterative Lanczos approach, taking the normalized vector v1 = g22 as a starting point.

As above, we initialize each step indexed by k , by de�ning a projection operator

Pk = vk ⊗ vk (1.27)

and its complement Qk = I − Pk . k-th mode. We then project the Hessian matrix Ω into each

subspace viz.

Ωp = Pk · Ω · Pk & Ωq = Qk · Ω · Qk (1.28)

and diagonalize each to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors {αp ,Mp } and {αq ,Mq } respectively.

As above, Ωp and Ωq are N × N matrices. The �rst set will have a single non-trivial eigenvalue

and the second set will have N − k non-trivial eigenvalues. As above we collect the non-trivial

eigenvectors associated with each to form the orthogonal transformation matrix

Mk = {Mp ,Mq }, (1.29)

12



1.3 determining the optimal electron-phonon coupling components

and again transform the full Hessian Ω into this new vector space to form the N × N matrix Ω′.

At each step in the iteration, the transformed Hessian, Ω′ is in the form of a k × k tri-diagonal

submatrix in the upper-left part of the matrix and a diagonal submatrix in the lower-right. For

example, after k = 3 iterations, the Hessian matrix takes the form:

Ω′ =

*...........................
,

α1 b1 0 0

b1 α2 b2

0 b2 α3 ck+1 ck+2 · · · cN

ck+1 αk+1 0

ck+2 αk+2

...
. . .

0 cN 0 αN

+///////////////////////////
-

. (1.30)

We note that only the k-th mode is coupled the N − k remaining modes. Since all of the transfor-

mations are orthogonal, diagonalizing Ω′ at any point returns the original Hessian matrix.

To continue iterating, we take the k-th row of Ω′ and zero the �rst k elements

e = {0, · · · 0, ck+1, ck+2, · · · , cN }.

This is the coupling between the upper tridiagonal block and the lower diagonal block. We thus

obtain a new vector

vk+1 = e ·M

which is then reintroduced into the iteration scheme.

At any point along the way, we can terminate the iteration and obtain a reduced set of couplings.

Since the Lanczos approach uses the power method for �nding the largest eigenvector of a matrix,

it converges �rst upon the vector with the largest electron/nuclear coupling–which we refer to

13



1.4 summary

as the “primary mode”. Subsequent iterations produce reduced modes with progressively weaker

electron/nuclear couplings and the entire process can be terminated after a few iterations. After

k-steps, the �nal electron-phonon couplings are then obtained by projecting the original set of

couplings (in the normal mode basis) into the �nal vector space.

For the �rst iteration, v1 is parallel to the bare electron-phonon coupling vector д22 and the

associated frequency is v1 · Ω · v1. The subsequent iterations introduce corrections to this via

phonon-phonon coupling mediated via the electronic couplings. For example, for the k = 3 iteration,

we would determine the active vector space in terms of the upper-left 3×3 block of the matrix in

Eq. 1.30.

Ω′3 =

*........
,

α1 b1 0

b1 α2 b2

0 b2 α3

+////////
-

(1.31)

Diagonalizing Ω′3 returns a set of frequencies and associated eigenvectors which are then used to

compute the electron-phonon couplings in this reduced active space. After N − 1 iterations, Ω′ is a

fully tridiagonal matrix and diagonalizing this returns the original normal mode basis.

1.4 summary

The theory presented here consists of two parts. One is the use of a diabatization scheme for

determining donor and acceptor states in a molecular unit. The other is a projection scheme enables

us to analyze the contribution of vibrations in reactions. Similar decomposition schemes have

been presented by Burghardt [15–17] and the approach used here builds upon the method given

in Ref. [14], but they decomposed normal modes into a 3 by 3 hierarchy, while we are able to get

projected modes 1 by 1. This facilitates the analysis of dominating nuclear motions in transfer.

14



1.4 summary

In Chapter 2 we benchmark the approach by computing the triplet energy transfer rates for

a series of donor-bridge-acceptor molecules originally studied by Closs[18]. The triplet energy

transfer rates computed using our approach compare well against both the experimental rates and

with more recent theoretical rates presented by Subotnik et al. [19–21]. Then we use the projection

operator scheme to parse out speci�c internal nuclear motions that accompany the electronic

transition. By analyzing the electron-phonon couplings, we can discern a reduced set of motions

that are responsible for coupling between the donor and acceptor states.

In Chapter 3 we analyze the irreducible representations of the dominant contributions of these

reduced modes and �nd that for the cases considered here, they belong to totally symmetric

irreducible representations of the donor and acceptor moieties. Upon investigating the molecular

geometry changes following the transition, we propose that the electronic transition process

can be broken into two steps, in the agreement of Born-Oppenheimer approximation: a fast

excitation transfer occurs, facilitated by the “primary Lanczos mode” (PLM), followed by slow

nuclear relaxation on the �nal electronic diabatic surface.

In Appendices we provide some sample codes and input �les for analysis.
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2
B E N C H M A R K A N D P R I M A R Y M O D E

2.1 introduction

In this chapter we focus on the rates of triplet exchange between a naphthalene donor and a

benzaldehyde acceptor linked by a variety of bridging units.

O

H

donor acceptorbridge

Triplet energy exchange in these systems occurs via the through-space Dexter mechanism [22].

This is a short-ranged interaction involving the simultaneous exchange of two electrons between

the donor and acceptor moieties. Systems such as these formed the basis of a series of experiments

by Closs and Miller [18] in which they veri�ed the existence of the Marcus “inverted regime” -

the very negative ∆G domain where transfer becomes slower - and serve as crucial benchmarks

for testing new theoretical models for computing energy and charge transfer rates [19–21]. The

molecules are sketched in Table. 1.

The chapter is arranged in this way. First we examine the validity of the assumptions in our

method. Then we apply the method to obtain theoretical transfer rate constants, and compare these

0 Part of this chapter has been published in Xunmo Yang and E. R. Bittner, Intramolecular Charge- and Energy-Transfer
Rates with Reduced Modes: Comparison to Marcus Theory for Donor–Bridge–Acceptor Systems. The Journal of Physical
Chemistry A118, 5196 (2014)
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2.2 assumption validity

to experimental results. Finally, we use the projection scheme to �nd the primary modes in the

reactions.

2.2 assumption validity

Our method employs two assumptions. First is that the diabatic surfaces are harmonic. Second,

the Condon approximation is valid, namely, the diabatic couplings are independent of nuclear

coordinates in the region where the reaction occurs. In Fig. 3 we show the computed adiabatic

potential curves and o�-diagonal couplings along an interpolation coordinate connecting the

equilibrium geometries of the donor and acceptor states for the d-2,6ae molecule. The dashed

curve gives the parabolic approximation to the lower potential curves. Along this coordinate, the

o�-diagonal coupling is small and essentially linear and the parabolic approximation provides

a good approximation to the actual potential. This indicates that the assumptions in our model

Hamiltonian are generally robust for the systems we consider herein.

2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems

Using the ER localization approach explained in Section 1.2.4, all parameters needed for our model

can be obtained from standard quantum chemical packages. The vertical energies, ϵa and ϵb are

obtained from single point CI(S) calculations at a given reference geometry. We then project the

energy gradients onto the vibrational normal coordinates to obtain the electron-phonon coupling

constants. Either the Boys or ER localization scheme can be use to compute the mixing angles for

constructing diabatic states. For all calculations shown here we used the Q-Chem 4.0 [23] code and

employed the 6-31G(d)** basis set in order to compare our results against other theoretical results

in Ref. [21].
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2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems

(a) c-1,4ee (b) d-2,6ae

Figure 3.: Adiabatic energy curves and o�-diagonal couplings computed along an interpolation coordinate
between the D∗ − B −A and D − B −A∗ equilibrium geometries. Vab is the o�-diagonal coupling at
each point along this coordinate.

We benchmark our approach against a series of donor-bridge-acceptor molecules studied by

Closs [24–26]. These cases are signi�cant in that they provided a crucial veri�cation of the Marcus

inverted regime. Table 1 and Fig. 4 summarize our results. In addition, we give the diabatic coupling

Vab , reorganization energy λ, and driving force ∆ϵ computed using the Edmiston-Reudenberg (ER)

localization method.

In general, our results and those in Ref. [21] agree with each other well and both are comparable to

the experimental results which report an estimated error of 10-20% in the rate for each case presented

here. Furthermore, all theoretical values were computed in the absence of solvent environment,

whereas the experiments were all performed in benzene solvent at a standard temperature. However,

there is considerable disagreement between the experimental and theoretical results for the d-2,6ea

and methyl (M) bridged cases. For the d-2,6ea bridge, our results are similar to the Marcus theory

rates given in Ref. [21]. In this case, the the ER localization gives a small diabatic coupling and
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2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems
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2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems

Figure 4.: Comparison between predicted (TCLME) rate constants and the experimental rates from Ref.
[18]. With exception of the methyl and D-2,6-ea bridged cases, the TCLME results are in good
agreement with the experimental results.

it was di�cult to obtain converged localized states. In the case of the methyl-bridge, there is a

signi�cant change in the geometry between donor and acceptor states. As a result, the potential

surfaces are no longer parabolic and the Condon approximation breaks down [21].

As an illustrative example of our approach, we consider the �rst few collective modes for the

c-1,4ee and d-2,5ae cases. In Fig. 5 we show the projection of the primary coupling mode onto

the coordinate frame of each molecule. The vectors indicate the direction of the electron-phonon

coupling vectors projected onto the Cartesian displacement vectors of the individual atoms. In

each case, the primary coupling mode involves the Aд in plane C=C stretching motions of the

naphthalene donor and the in-plane A1 ring-squeezing motions of the benzaldehyde acceptor. It is

interesting to note that if we were to approximate naphthalene as a D2h molecule, and benzaldehyde

as aC2v molecule, taking the aldehyde as local site, the primary coupling modes always correspond
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2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems

(a) c-1,4ee

(b) d-2,6ae

Figure 5.: Primary coupling modes for (a) c-1,4ee and (b) d-2,6ae projected onto the atomic displacement
coordinates.

to the totally symmetric irreducible representations on moieties. Further analysis of symmetry

reveals interesting details of the reactions, which are discussed in next chapter.

In order to substantiate our claim that the reduced modes generated by the iterative procedure

capture the most important electron-phonon couplings, we consider the convergence of the electron-

phonon autocorrelation function used to compute the golden-rule rate constants

C (t ) = 〈V̂nm (t )V̂nm (0)〉 (2.1)
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2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems

with respect to the number of reduced modes. We calculate this term exactly using all N vibrational

modes of the molecule and compare to the results obtained using a subset of modes. Correlation

function is used to compute transfer rate. Such comparison of correlations is very high standard

test of the method. If we get good agreement, it means the reduced modes are a good representation

of nuclear motions involved in transfer; even we do not get perfect correlation function, the rate

constants calculated may also agree well, which is still a success.

In Fig. 6 we examine the convergence of C (t ) with respect to number of reduced modes for the

c-1,4ee and d-2,6ae cases. In both cases, only a handful of reduced modes (4 for c-1,4ee and 15 for

d-2,6ae) is needed to accurately track the correlation function for the �rst 10 fs. For comparison, d-

2,6ae has 162 normal modes and c-1,4ee has 132 normal modes. For the primary mode approximation,

the recursions appear every 23 fs and are suppressed by the addition of more reduced modes to

the calculation. The 23 fs recursion time corresponds to the period of the single reduced mode:

ω1 = 0.18eV (1450 cm−1). For the d-2,6ae case, including 15 modes is su�cient to fully suppress the

recursion time to beyond 100 fs. For purposes of computing golden rule rate constants, the Markov

limit is reached when C (t ) → 0. For the cases at hand, this is well before the �rst recursion seen in

Fig. 6.

While it is surprising that only a few reduced modes are needed to converge the coupling

correlation function, only a single mode is necessary to accurately compute the golden-rule rate

constant. In Fig. 7 we compare the exact rate constant (using all modes) and rate constants computed

using only the �rst mode generated by the Lanczos iterations. In the �rst case represented by the

blue points, we approximate the renormalized energy as

λnm ≈
д2

1
ω1

whereд1 andω1 are the coupling and frequency of the �rst reduced mode. This simple approximation

does a superb job compared to the numerically exact rate obtained using all modes and all couplings.
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2.3 energy transfer rates in donor-bridge-acceptor systems
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Figure 6.: Convergence of the electronic coupling autocorrelation function (Eq. 2.1) with respect to number
of reduced modes.

On average, the error between the exact and approximate rate is 2% over the entire series of model

donor-bridge-acceptor systems considered. The red points represent rates computed using the �rst

reduced mode, but use the exact renormalized energy. Here, the agreement is almost perfect for the

two fastest rates corresponding to d-2,6ae and d-2,6ea. However, on average this approximation is

o� by a factor of 3 compared to the exact rate. For the methyl-bridged case, the rate is o� by a factor

of 8.. This implies that the �rst reduced mode indeed captures the majority of the electron-phonon

coupling and provides a unique description of the Marcus reaction coordinate.

In Table 2 we tabulate the frequencies and electron-phonon coupling constant for the �rst reduced

mode for each test case. Uniformly, these modes correspond to ring breathing motions on the donor
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Figure 7.: Comparison between exact rate constant and its primary mode approximation. The blue points
correspond to rates computed using only the primary mode and the renormalized energy for only
that mode. The red points use the primary mode and the exact renormalized energies.

and acceptor as illustrated in Fig. 5. As seen in this �gure, the coupling mode does not involve

normal modes localized on the bridge species. Moreover, the magnitude of the electronic coupling

carried by this mode is uniformly around 0.37 eV and independent of the bridge. No single normal

mode captures all of the electronic coupling. This is evidenced by the fact that the magnitude of

the electronic coupling carried by the �rst reduced mode is over twice that of the largest coupling

along a single normal mode.

2.4 discussion

We present here a new approach for computing intramolecular energy and charge transfer rates by

combining a time-convolutionless master equation approach for state to state population transfer as
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2.4 discussion

bridge ω1(eV) |д1 | (eV) |дmax | (eV)

c-1,3ea 0.184 0.367 0.159
c-1,3ee 0.185 0.365 0.162
c-1,4ea 0.185 0.367 0.166
c-1,4ee 0.185 0.370 0.171
d-2,6ae 0.185 0.367 0.159
d-2,6ea 0.185 0.367 0.142
d-2,6ee 0.185 0.365 0.143
d-2,7ae 0.184 0.366 0.165
d-2,7ea 0.185 0.367 0.142
d-2,7ee 0.185 0.370 0.149
M 0.184 0.366 0.160

Table 2.: Frequencies and dimensionless electron-phonon couplings for the primary mode. The last column
gives the absolute value of the largest coupling constant within the normal mode basis.

parameterized by a rigorous quantum chemical approach. The approach is robust over a wide range

of model systems and generally gives good agreement compared to experimental rates and Marcus

theory rates. Only in cases where the parabolic approximation to the diabatic potentials breaks

down or when the ER localization method fails to converge is the agreement with the experimental

rates less than satisfactory.

A crucial part of our analysis is the identi�cation of a subset of collective modes that contain

the electron-phonon couplings. Moreover, we show that there exists a unique mode–the “primary

mode”, determined via an iterative approach, along which the o�-diagonal electron-phonon coupling

is maximized. Using only the primary mode mode as input to our golden-rule rate expression, we

obtain excellent agreement (to within 2% on average over all of the donor-bridge-acceptor systems

studied here) when compared to an exact evaluation using all normal modes. One can visualize

the primary mode by projecting it on to the nuclear displacement vectors and gain insight into

the coupled electronic/nuclear motions that underlie an electronic transition. Our analysis also
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2.4 discussion

suggests that the primary mode resembles certain irreducible representations of the donor and

acceptor moieties. This connection is further explored in next chapter.
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3
P R I M A R Y M O D E A N D I T S R E L AT I O N T O T R A N S F E R DY N A M I C S

3.1 introduction

In this chapter we analyze the symmetry of PLMs (see Fig. 5) in model donor-bridge-acceptor

systems as projected onto the local vibrational modes of the donor (benzaldehyde) and acceptor

(naphthalene) moieties. By constructing the local modes from the dominant normal modes in the

projection, one can deduce a relation between the PLMs, fragment modes, and normal modes for

the entire molecule.

In the next two sections, we discuss the symmetry of PLMs and their relation to a linear coordinate

linking the initial/donor geometry to the �nal/acceptor geometry of the molecule. We �rst project

the PLMs onto the normal modes of both the donor or acceptor moieties and onto entire molecules

(donor-bridge-acceptor). Using these reduced PLMs we compute rate constants and compare to the

numerically exact results obtained using the full modes. Then we do a similar set of projections

using simply the geometric change from initial to �nal con�gurations to explore the relation

between the PLMs and geometry.

3.2 symmetry of the primary lanczos modes

Fig. 8 shows the projection of the PLMs onto the normal modes of donor and acceptor moieties in

molecules of c-1,4ee and d-2,6ae, respectively. In each case, we label the dominant contributions by

0 Part of this chapter has been published in Xunmo Yang and E. R. Bittner, Computing Intramolecular Charge and Energy
Transfer Rates Using Optimal Modes. The Journal of Chemical Physics 142, 244114 (2015)
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3.2 symmetry of the primary lanczos modes

the irreducible representations (IR) of the moiety. There are 4 sets of normal modes used as basis in

projections. Two are the normal modes of benzaldehyde and two of naphthalene. They are generated

as follows: �rst, we take the coordinates of benzaldehyde and naphthalene from the equilibrium

geometry of c-1,4ee and d-2,6ae, and add necessary hydrogens. In theory, naphthalene has D2h

symmetry. However, by taking coordinates directly from the D-B-A molecules, the geometry of

naphthalene is distorted slightly by the bridge and acceptor moieties, and its point group reduces to

C1. We want the naphthalene to have high symmetry, so we can use the irreducible representations

of D2h to classify its normal modes. As the result, we use GaussView 5 to enforce D2h symmetry

on naphthalene. For benzaldehyde, we leave the coordinates unchanged, as there is no obvious

way to increase the symmetry for benzaldehyde. Finally we run frequency computations for all 4

sets of coordinates.

If one treats the aldehyde group as a local site, one can classify the ring-motions of benzaldehyde

in terms of theC2v irreducible representations. As a result, the assigned irreducible representations

are exact for naphthalene but approximate for benzaldehyde. We then assign a weight to each

mode viz.

wi =

〈
−→
Mi |
−−−→
PLM

〉2

√∑
i

〈
−→
Mi |
−−−→
PLM

〉2

where −→Mi is the displacement vector of the ith normal mode, and −−−→PLM is the displacement vector

of the PLM on the corresponding moiety. For example, for naphthalene, the −−−→PLM are the vectors in

Fig. 5, with only the atoms of naphthalene kept. The symmetrization of naphthalene introduces a

subtle problem. The −−−→PLM is based on the distorted geometry of naphthalene in the D-B-A molecule,

while −→Mi is computed on the geometry of symmetrized naphthalene. Two geometries di�er slightly,

so
〈
−→
Mi |
−−−→
PLM

〉
depends on how we orient them. We choose to orient the original and symmetrized

frames by �rst aligning the center of masses and then minimize the RMS displacement between

atoms. This is arbitrary. Fortunately, two geometries are really similar, so we expect the choice of
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3.2 symmetry of the primary lanczos modes

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.: Projection of PLMs onto (a) benzaldehyde in c-1,4ee (b) symmetrized naphthalene in c-1,4ee, (c)
benzaldehyde in d-2,6ae and (d) symmetrized naphthalene in d-2,6ae. The normal modes are
listed from low to high frequency and the irreducible representations of the dominant modes are
color-coded. The assigned IRs for naphthalene are exact whereas the IRs are only approximate for
benzaldehyde.
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3.2 symmetry of the primary lanczos modes

orientation, as long as it is not ridiculous, is acceptable. By analyzing the projections it becomes

clear that in all cases, the dominant components belong to totally symmetric Aд or A1 irreducible

representations, in agreement with the intuitive observations from Fig. 5.

This behavior is not unique for the napthyl-bridge-benzaldehyde system. To see this, we repeated

the analysis by replacing naphthalene with various acceptor groups, as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 also

shows the corresponding PLMs and correlation functions. For both molecules, 4 projected modes

are enough to reproduce the exact (all modes) correlation function up to 10 fs. It indicates that the

projection scheme provides an accurate description of the electronic coupling in these cases as

well. Moreover, the PLMs in Fig. 9 are qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 5, where the acceptor is

naphthalene. The displacements vectors on the benzaldehyde moiety in all 4 molecules are almost

identical, and the displacements vectors on the naphthalene, phenyl and anthracene moieties all

belong to totally symmetric irreducible representations.

It is not a coincidence that the PLMs belong to the totally symmetric irreducible representation

of the isolated donor and acceptor moieties. This connection can be understood by analyzing the

corresponding the changes in the electron density that accompany the transition. For example, the

PLM on the naphthalene part shown in Fig. 5 largely corresponds to a symmetric ring-stretching

mode, involving carbons C1 - C2, C3 - C4, C5 - C6, and C7 - C8. During the exciton transfer, an

electron is promoted from the naphthalene HOMO to the naphthalene LUMO (shown in Fig. 10) and

one expects that changes in the bond lengths should re�ect the changes in electronic population.

For naphthalene, a HOMO→ LUMO transition would decrease the π -bond order between C1 - C2,

C3 - C4, C5 - C6, and C7 - C8. Similar statements can be made for the phenyl and anthracene

systems. In next section, we examine the PLMs and bond-length changes that occur during an

energy transfer event. We show that, in a more quantitative way, while the PLMs can be understood

in terms of geometric changes in the molecule, the reverse is not true. It is not at all straightforward

to determine the PLMs by taking the di�erence between the initial and �nal geometries of the

molecule.
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Figure 9.: The correlation functions of projected modes for c-1,4ee with the naphthalene moiety replaced by
(a) phenyl ring and (b) anthracene, with their PLMs shown in (c) and (d).
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3.3 localized property of the primary lanczos mode

(a) (b)

Figure 10.: The (a) (Au ) HOMO and (b) (B2д )LUMO of naphthalene.

3.3 localized property of the primary lanczos mode

We have established that the primary Lanczos mode is more like the normal modes of the isolated

donor and acceptor moieties, rather than of the entire molecule. The relation between the PLM and

bond length change partially veri�es our statement. In this section, we explore the localization in

greater detail. First, we project the PLM onto the normal modes of entire molecule, which is shown

in Fig. 11, as a comparison to Fig. 8, where the normal modes of the individual moieties are used. It is

clear that on the basis of entire molecule, more modes are signi�cantly involved. This is in contrast

to the projection of the PLM onto only the local modes of the isolated moieties, only a handful

modes contribute. Since the PLM best captures the initial nuclear dynamics, its close relation with

local sites reveals the fact that the exciton transfer here is more like a local excitation/de-excitation

coupled by exchange interaction, in accordance with the Dexter mechanism [22].

We do not include the bridge in the projections, because as showed in Fig. 5, very few motions

involving the bridge contribute to the PLM. Thus, we anticipate that we can construct the PLM

using only local modes on the donor and acceptor units. In the next section, we quantitatively

verify this by using only dominant modes on the donor and acceptor to construct coupling modes.
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Figure 11.: Projections of the PLM onto the normal modes of (a) c-1,4ee and (b) d-2,6ae.
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3.3 localized property of the primary lanczos mode

(a)

(b)

Figure 12.: Projection of PLMs onto unsymmetrized naphthalene for (a) c-1,4ee and (b) d-2,6ae. They are
almost same to Fig. 8(b) and (d) except for a mode with B2u symmetry in c-1,4ee. Embedded are
the most signi�cant modes, namely, the 33rd modes
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3.3 localized property of the primary lanczos mode

However, before we can compare di�erent ways to construct the Lanczos modes, we �rst need

to address a subtle problem. In the previous section, we symmetrized the geometry of naphthalene

for the convenience in assigning irreducible representations to the vibrational modes. However, for

constructing the modes for the entire unit one needs to use the optimized rather than symmetrized

geometry. In Fig. 12 we show the project of the PLM onto the modes for optimized naphthalene. The

irreducible representations have been roughly assigned to the dominant modes. The projections

are almost same to the ones on the symmetrized geometry, except a new B2u mode is involved

in c-1,4ee. However, it does not exist in d-2,6ae. The reason is that the most signi�cant mode of

c-1,4ee and d-2,6ae are slightly di�erent. The corresponding displacement vectors are embedded

in Fig. 12. For c-1,4ee, the dominant mode is not an exact Aд mode, because carbons move in the

way of Aд while hydrogens behave like B2u . On the contrary, d-2,6ae has a mode more similar to

Aд . As the result, in the projection of naphthalene in c-1,4ee, a B2u mode is needed to correct the

hydrogen motions.

To construct coupling modes, we collect a small number of modes on both naphthalene and

benzaldehyde in the order of decreasing weights, then sum up the displacement vectors multiplied

by their weights. We then bench-mark the quality of taking various di�erent combinations of

normal modes by computing the coupling auto-correlation function in Eq. 3 and comparing to

the exact result obtained by including all modes. We denote these as NxBy where x denotes the

number of naphthalene local modes and y denotes the number of benzaldehyde local modes used

in each case. NfBf denotes that all local modes are included. The correlation functions and rate

constants derived from various combinations of normal modes are summarized in Fig. 13.

First, if we take all local modes from both moieties, (NfBf) the resulting approximated correlation

function is indistinguishable from the exact correlation function. This veri�es our observation that

the bridge unit is not needed in constructing the PLM. In order to achieve adequate agreement with

the exact correlation function, at least 10 of the strongest contributing local modes are needed from

both the donor and acceptor units.
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Figure 13.: Correlation functions for di�erent combinations of normal modes are shown for (a) c-1,4ee and
(b) d-2,6ae. The “exact” ones refer are for the PLMs. “NfBf" is the mode made up from all normal
modes of both the donor and acceptor sites. The designation “NxBy” indicates that the correlation
function was constructed using x most signi�cant normal modes on naphthalene and y most
signi�cant ones on benzaldehyde. Plots (c) and (d) show the relative error in rate constants
calculated for various combinations of normal modes compared to the exact result of c-1,4ee (c)
and d-2,6ae (d), respectively.

However, as seen on our previous work [27], the approximate correlation function does not need

to give perfect agreement with the exact correlation function to produce an accurate transition

rate constant (Eq. 4). To assess the accuracy of using di�erent combinations of local modes, we

calculate the transition rate constants for various combinations up to 10 modes on each moiety
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3.4 geometry change and relaxation mode

Table 3.: Approximated geometry using the PLM and the relaxation modes (RM) compared to acceptor states

Mode used c-1,4ee-PLM c-1,4ee-RM d-2,6ae-PLM d-2,6ae-RM
Max. bond length di�erence (Å) 0.034 0.160 0.039 0.283
Max. bond angle di�erence (rad) 0.053 0.075 0.057 0.135

and compare to the exact rate. This data is summarized in the form of contour plots in Fig. 13(c,d).

For the c-1,4ee case, there is an optimal “valley” whereby taking 3 modes from benzaldehyde and

4-6 modes from naphthalene produces an agreement with the exact result to within 5%. For the

d-2,6ae case, fewer number of benzaldehyde modes than naphthalene modes are needed to give

agreement to within 5% of the exact rate constant. This is easily anticipated since naphthalene is

simply a larger molecule with more normal modes.

3.4 geometry change and relaxation mode

We showed that the PLMs agree with bond length changes on the moieties. We next consider the

relation between the PLM and geometry change accompanying the transition. First, we use the

PLM to approximate geometry change by distorting the molecule along the PLM. The magnitude of

the distortion is determined by minimizing the average bond length di�erence of the four bonds on

naphthalene which stretch signi�cantly in PLM, between the optimized and approximate geometries.

In Table. 3 we list the di�erences between two geometries. Comparing the maximum di�erence of

bond lengths and angles between the approximated and true �nal states, the di�erences are very

small, so PLMs seem to give fairly good approximations of geometry changes.

However, this is only one side of the story and we need try to do this in reverse, i. e., can we

determine the PLM from simply geometric changes accompanying the transition? To see if this is

possible, we can project the geometry change onto the normal modes of molecule and moieties

respectively. The results for our two test cases are shown in Fig. 14 and 15.
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Figure 14.: Projections of the geometry change between initial and �nal states onto the normal modes of (a)
benzaldehyde and (b) naphthalene sites in c-1,4ee, and d-2,6ae in (c) and (d). Except for some low
frequency modes, they are similar to the projections of PLM.

When projected onto the whole molecule, we see that geometry change is mostly dominated

by one very low frequency mode corresponding to an internal torsion of the entire donor-bridge-

acceptor molecule. Compared to the PLMs in the same basis in Fig. 11 we see that PLMs have many

more modes involved. However, if we compare the projections onto the moieties in Fig. 8 and 14,

the geometry changes resemble PLMs well, except in the low frequency region. In essence, simply

changing representation completely changes the implied dynamics.

The solution to this inconsistency is to distinguish between the two types of geometric changes.

One is the internal changes within the moieties. These are well represented by the PLM. The other
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Figure 15.: Projections of the geometry change between initial and �nal states onto the normal modes of
(a) c-1,4ee and (b) d-2,6ae. They are both dominated by single mode, the relaxation mode (RM),
which is embedded.
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3.4 geometry change and relaxation mode

is the gross motion of the entire molecule, which we shall refer to as the “relaxation mode” (RM).

This latter motion is not well represented by the PLM. These two kinds of motion correspond to two

di�erent steps that accompany the electronic transition. The internal motion primarily a�ects C=C

bond lengths, and hence is strongly coupled to the π -electronic degrees of freedom, while gross

motion of moieties corresponds to relaxation after exciton transfer has occurred. This is veri�ed in

Table 1, where we use the relaxation mode to approximate the �nal geometry. The procedure is

similar to that of PLM. Although RM is the dominant mode in the projection, it gives much worse

approximated bond lengths and angles.

Since the PLM explains the short-time dynamics and can approximate the local geometry changes

within the individual moieties very well, we anticipate that the PLMs facilitate the energy transfer

step. To verify our prediction, we computed correlation functions of the electron/phonon coupling

operators (Eq. 4) using di�erent subsets of nuclear motions to estimate the couplings: PLM, RM,

geometry change (GC) , and geometry change with the RM component eliminated (GC-RM). The

latter two correspond to taking the total geometric di�erence between the initial and �nal states

of the molecule and projecting this onto normal modes, and to taking the geometric di�erence

and subtracting o� the relaxation mode. The various correlation functions and rate constants are

summarized in Fig. 16. The exact results are obtained by using all normal modes and couplings.

The PLM gives nearly perfect agreement to the exact calculation for both the time-correlation

functions (Fig. 16) and the computed rates for both molecules considered (Fig. 17. The relaxation

mode (RM) gives no contribution to the correlation function or the rate. Finally, using just the

over-all geometric change (GC) gives a poor estimate of both the correlation function and the

rate. GC-RM gives the initial transient dynamics in the correlation function and a reasonable

approximation to the overall rate. However, the best agreement overall is obtained by using the

PLM identi�ed using the Lanczos search algorithm.
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Figure 16.: Correlation functions of relaxation mode (RM), PLM, geometry change (GC), and geometry change
with the RM component eliminated for (a) c-1,4ee and (b) d-2,6ae. The exact rate is computed
using the full set of normal modes.
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Figure 17.: Relative comparison of the rate constants computed using di�erent sets of reduced modes. blue =
c-1,4ee, gold =d-2,6ae.

3.5 discussion

We presented here a further exploration of the classes of nuclear motions that accompany and

electronic energy transition. We show that deeper insight can be gained by analyzing the primary

modes and comparing them to both the geometric distortion of the molecule and to the electronic

orbitals involved in the transition.

Our results also suggest that the energy-transfer process in these systems occurs in two distinct

steps. The initial transfer from the donor to acceptor occurs in a �xed nuclear frame–as per the

Condon principle. This fast transfer is facilitated by the PLM and involves excitations in the C=C

bond lengths of donor and acceptor fragments in accordance with changes in the HOMO/LUMO
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3.5 discussion

populations of each fragment. After the exciton transfer, the entire molecule undergoes a slow but

large geometric relaxation under the new electronic distribution.

Finally, we emphasize that the PLM approach and this analysis need not be limited to the energy

transfer cases studied here. Combined with the time-convolutionless master equation approach,

this provides a robust and e�cient way for computing state-to-state transitions rates for a wide

class of molecular systems.
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4
A P P L I C AT I O N O N M O R E C O M P L E X M O L E C U L E S

4.1 introduction

In previous chapters, we have benchmarked our approach against a well-known set of test cases.

In this chapter we want to apply the method to an entirely new molecule. Recently, the Weinstein

group at University of She�eld reported upon a series of molecules, whose electron transfer

(ET) pathways can be radically changed - even completely closed - by infrared light excitation

of intramolecular vibrations [43–45]. The molecules are shown in Fig. 18. They are much larger

than the molecules in previous chapters. Also, they contain heavy atoms, Pt, which makes the

computation more di�cult. Nevertheless, there is no di�culty in principle preventing us from

applying our method to these molecules. They seem to be good candidates to further test our

model.

In this chapter, we �rst brie�y review their experiment results and the theory of our approach.

Then we compare rate constants and mode that signi�cantly a�ects dynamics.

4.2 experiment results

Weinstein et al. designed and investigated three donor–bridge–acceptor (DBA) molecular triads

[43–45]: PTZ-CH2-Ph-C≡C-Pt- C≡C-NAP, PTZ-Ph-C≡C-Pt- C≡C-NAP and OMe-PTZ-Ph-C≡C-Pt-

C≡C-NAP (D = PTZ is phenothiazine and A = NAP is naphthalene-monoimide, see Fig. 18(a)). From
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4.2 experiment results

Figure 18.: a. Molecular structure of PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP, PTZ-Pt-NAP and OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP, from left to
right. b. Energy level diagrams for the ET process, with the lifetimes and the driving force (∆G)
of CT→ CSS transfer indicated. Adapted with permission from Ref. [44].

now on, they are further abbreviated as PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP, PTZ-Pt-NAP and OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP,

respectively.

All three molecules undergo similar ET processes after excitation, as illustrated in Fig. 18(b) and

Fig. 19. Following UV excitation, molecules �rst jump to the triplet charge transfer (CT) manifold

stemming from electron transfer from the Pt-acetylide center to the NAP acceptor. The transfered

charge can undergo either further separation to form the full charge-separated state (CSS), or

recombine to form a localized excitation, 3NAP. Both eventually decay to ground state. Weinstein

et al. showed that if a judiciously chosen IR pump is applied to excite the C≡C bond after the

initial UV excitation, the yield of intermediate states can be radically changed. Foe example, when

a IR pump with frequency = 1,940 cm−1 is applied to excite the C≡C in PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP, 1 ps

after the UV pump, the yield of the CSS state decrease from 32% to 15%, while that of the 3NAP

increases from 29% to 46%. The most striking observation is that when a 1,908 cm−1 IR pulse is

applied to PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP 2 ps after UV excitation, the CT→ CSS step is completely switched

o�, as illustrated in Fig. 19.

The molecules show di�erent changes in yield because of the di�erent donors. From PTZ-CH2-

Pt-NAP to PTZ-Pt-NAP, to OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP, the donor strength increases, which enlarges the
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4.2 experiment results

Figure 19.: The sketch of ET pathways. For PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP, the CT→ CSS step can be fully suppressed by
intermediate infrared excitation. Adapted with permission from Ref. [44].

energy gap between CT and CSS states, as sketched in Fig. 18. The driving force (∆G) of CT→

CSS transfer increases from 0.2 eV in PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP, to 0.4 eV in PTZ-Pt-NAP, to 0.6 eV in

OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP. Large ∆G accelerates the CT decay and hence decreases the lifetime of CT

state. Comparing PTZ-Pt-NAP and PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP, CT transfer to both charge separation and

recombination slows down by a factor of ~5 (the lifetime of CT increases from 3.3 to 14 ps and CSS

from 190 ps to 1 ns). By appending methoxy groups to the PTZ, the donor strength is increased, and

reaction is accelerated. As the result, the lifetime of CT in OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP is further reduced to 1

ps.

Weinstein proposes the e�ect of infrared control is caused by the fact that the distance between

CT energy minimum and the intersection of CT and CSS potential energy surfaces is small. For all
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4.2 experiment results

Figure 20.: Calculated energies of the CT (black), CSS (blue) and 3NAP (red) states along the NAP side C≡C
coordinate in the ground state geometries of the molecules studied, in CH2Cl2. a, PTZ-CH2-Pt-
NAP. b, PTZ-Pt-NAP. c, OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP. The �rst and second vibrational energy levels for the
asymmetric C≡C stretch are shown for the CT state. The energy gaps from ν0 to the intersection
between CT and CSS are shown in the insets. There is a clear trend concerning the energy
gap: PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP < PTZ-Pt-NAP < OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP, re�ecting the trend experimentally
observed in the e�ciency of the infrared control e�ect. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [44].
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three molecules, two PESs intersect where C≡C bond is slightly longer than the equilibrium length.

When C≡C bond gets excited, it elongates and helps molecules to pass the intersection. If the energy

gap between intersection and equilibrium geometry is much larger than C≡C vibrational energy,

the dynamics is barely a�ected; if the energy gap is small, the vibrational excitation can radically

change the dynamics. Fig. 20 shows the calculated PESs along the NAP side C≡C coordinate in the

ground state geometries. Several observations can be drawn. First, they are quite parabolic, which

suggest the parabolic assumption in our approach probably holds. Second, the geometry at the

intersection of CT and CSS potential energy surfaces have longer C≡C bond than the equilibrium

geometry. Third, PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP has the smallest energy di�erence between the intersection

and the equilibrium geometry, agreeing to the explanation above.

4.3 theoretical model

In previous chapters, the diabatic coupling Vab in Eq. 1.21, which determines the mixing angle θ in

Eq. 1.20, is obtained via ER localization, while in this chapter it is computed via the generalized

Mulliken-Hush (GMH) model [47, 48]. In principle, any diabatization approach can be used to

parametrize Eq. 1.21 There are many diabatization approaches (for a review, see Ref. [12]), and can

be classi�ed into three categories. ER localization and GMH approach fall in one category [19, 20].

They do not seek diabatic states with zero derivative couplings, which are expensive to compute.

Instead, they rely on physical intuition. GMH works well for linear or near-linear systems, but does

not generalize to noncollinear system with more than two charge centers very well. ER localization

can be seen as a extension of GMH which overcomes some drawbacks of GMH [20]. This time we

obtain the frequency and optimized geometry from Weinstein group. They do the computation in

Gaussian 09 [49], which does not support ER diabatization. Considering a typical calculation of

such molecule takes months of CPU e�ort, we do not try to recompute it in Q-Chem. Instead, we

turn to GMH. Fortunately, the molecule presented here is quite linear, and its charge centers are
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4.4 results and discussion

in the linear C≡C axis. As the result, GMH and ER localization approaches are expected to give

similar results. The diabatic coupling given by GMH is

Vab =
(E2 − E1) ��µ12��√
(µ1 − µ2) 2 + 4µ2

12

,

where (E2 − E1) is the vertical excitation energy, µ1 and µ2 are the dipole moments of corresponding

adiabatic states, and µ12 is the transition dipole moment between two states.

The molecules were optimized using DFT for ground state and TD-DFT for excited states in

Gaussian 09. The molecules are simpli�ed to speed up the computations. The P(Bu)3 moieties and

octyl chain of NAP are simpli�ed to PH3 and a methyl group, respectively. In all calculations, SDD

pseudo potential and solvent model are used (see Appendix. D for the details of parameters). The

transition dipole moments and electron/hole distributions surfaces are calculated using Multiwfn

3.3.8 [50].

4.4 results and discussion

4.4.1 Rate Constant

The results presented here are for PTZ-Pt-NAP. The computation of other two molecules are in

progress. We optimize and get two states of PTZ-Pt-NAP, the 3NAP and the lowest CT state. The

energy diagram is sketched in Fig. 21, together with the electron/hole distribution plots. At both
3NAP or CT state geometries, the lowest state is the 3NAP, and there are two CT states above the

CSS state. We can use parameters obtained at CT state geometry to compute transitions involving

the CT state, and for 3NAP involved transitions, we use 3NAP geometry. Obviously, for the CT→
3NAP transition, we can use either geometry of CT or 3NAP.
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Figure 21.: The energy diagram of triplet states at 3NAP and CT state geometries. The electron/hole distribu-
tion are shown as well (green for electron, blue for hole). The arrows indicate the transitions we
calculate.
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The comparison between theoretical and experimental rate constants is summarized in Fig. 22.

We calculate several sets of theoretical rates. First, we calculate the Marcus theory rates (Eq. 1.1).

At the CT geometry, we get good agreement. However, at the 3NAP geometry, the results are very

poor. Second, we calculate the TCLME rates (Eq. 1.12). The results are still not satisfactory for the
3NAP geometry. Nevertheless, TCLME is better than Marcus theory in all cases. We also calculate

the TCLME rates with only the primary mode used. Still, they agree to the exact TCLME rates

better at the CT geometry.

The failure of the 3NAP geometry is especially obvious when we look at the CT → 3NAP

transition. For this transition, we can calculate at either geometry. The TCLME rate constants at

two geometries do not agree to each other. The results based on the CT geometry are in the same

magnitude with experimental values, and the corresponding primary mode rates are similar to the

exact ones. While the 3NAP geometry performs poorly. In Section 4.4.3, we illustrate that the error

is, at least partially, caused by the break down of Condon approximation, and according corrections

may improve the results.

4.4.2 Primary Mode

In Fig. 22 we see that for the CT geometry, using only the primary mode is su�cient to get good

rate constants. Fig. 23 shows the correlation functions of di�erent numbers of projected modes

for all four transitions. Again the CT geometry performs better. Its convergence is satisfactory.

The primary mode always resembles the exact initial dynamics, especially for the CT→ 3NAP

transition, where the primary mode reproduces the dynamics almost exactly up to 9 fs. Though not

perfectly, tens of projected modes are enough to reproduce the shape of exact correlation functions

for CT geometry. On the contrary, it takes hundreds of modes to recover the correlation for 3NAP

(note that the degrees of freedom of PTZ-Pt-NAP is 201). Our previous studies [27] shows that

perfect matching of correlation function is unnecessary for good rate constant. It is veri�ed again
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Marcus Marcus (mean V) TCLME PLM TCLME (mean V)

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4

kCSS→3NAP

kCT→3NAP

kCT→3NAP

kCT→CSS

3NAP geometry

CT geometry

log(ktheo/kexp)

Figure 22.: Comparisons between theoretical rate constants and the experimental rates. Experimental rates
are calculated as yield of product/lifetime of reactant, using values from Ref. [44]. The “Marcus”
rates are calculated using Marcus theory with the diabatic couplings at according geometries.
The “Marcus (mean V)” rates are calculated using mean diabatic couplings along the interpolated
coordinate in Fig. 27. Similarly, the “TCLME” and “TCLME (mean V)” rates are calculated using
the TCLME approach, with all normal modes used. The “PLM” rates are calculated using only the
primary mode. Our approach performs better than Marcus theory. The CT geometry gives good
“exact” results, its primary mode rates also agree well. While for the 3NAP geometry, using mean
value of diabatic couplings along the reaction coordinate signi�cantly improves the performance.
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Figure 23.: Correlation functions of various numbers of projected modes, compared to exact correlation, for
(a) CSS→ 3NAP at 3NAP geometry, (b) CT→ 3NAP at 3NAP geometry, (c) CT→ 3NAP at CT
geometry, and (d) CT→ CSS at CT geometry.
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here. The primary mode’s correlation function at CT geometry does not match the exact correlation

perfectly, but the rate it gives agrees well to the exact value, and experiments. Nevertheless, the

better it resembles the shape of exact function, the better the rate constant it gives.

As experiments show that the excitation of C≡C bond radically a�ected the ET process, we expect

the triple bond vibration to dominate the primary modes, at least for the CT state based calculations,

since they achieve good agreement. Fig. 24 and 25 show the projection of primary modes onto

the normal modes of corresponding state, i. e., the primary modes calculated at CT geometry are

projected onto the normal modes of the CT state, and those at 3NAP are projected onto 3NAP’s

normal modes. It turns out that all four primary modes involve obvious C≡C displacement, and it

is veri�ed by the projections. The projections of primary modes are dominated by 1 or 2 normal

modes. In Fig. 24(a), it is the 174th normal mode (ordered by increasing frequency) that dominates;

in Fig. 24(b), the 174th and 175th modes dominate. Similarly, 174th and 175th modes dominate in Fig.

25(a) and 175th mode in Fig. 25(b).

All these normal modes are C≡C stretching modes, as shown in Fig. 26. We suggest that the

primary mode of CT→ CSS transition (Fig. 25(b)) is the one involves C≡C vibration most. It has a

component which has the largest weight, > 0.25, in all four primary modes. And that component

clearly dominates other normal modes. Experimentally, after the IR pump is applied, the CT→
3NAP transition is relatively accelerated compared to the CT→ CSS transition. By comparing the

primary modes of the two transitions at CT geometry, we see that the primary mode of CT→
3NAP transition is mainly antisymmetric stretching of two C≡C bonds, while that of CT→ CSS

transition is symmetric. As a result, the primary mode of CT→ 3NAP is more IR active than that

of CT→ CSS transition. It may explain why CT→ 3NAP transition is relatively accelerated with

IR pump.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 24.: Projection of primary mode of (a) CSS→ 3NAP, (b) CT→ 3NAP calculated at 3NAP geometry
onto the normal modes of 3NAP. Embedded molecule shows the atomic displacement vectors of
primary mode. If we focus on the C≡C bonds, PLMs are like PTZ-Ph-C≡C-Pt-C←→≡ C-NAP in (a)
and PTZ-Ph-

←−

C ≡
−→

C -Pt-
−→

C ≡
←−

C -NAP in (b).55
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(a)

(b)

Figure 25.: Projection of primary mode of (a) CT→ 3NAP, and (b) CT→ CSS calculated at CT geometry
onto the normal modes of CT. Embedded molecule shows the atomic displacement vectors of
primary mode. If we focus on the C≡C bonds, PLMs are like PTZ-Ph-

←−

C ≡
−→

C -Pt-
→

C ≡
←

C -NAP in
(a) and PTZ-Ph-

←−

C ≡
−→

C -Pt-
←

C ≡
→

C -NAP in (b).
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4.4 results and discussion

Figure 26.: From top to bottom: the displacement vectors of the 174th, 175th mode of 3NAP state, the 174th,
175th mode of CT state. For clarity, bonds are not shown. They are all the stretching modes of
single C≡C bond, look like PTZ-Ph-C≡C-Pt-C←→≡ C-NAP in (a), PTZ-Ph-C←→≡ C-Pt-C≡C-NAP in
(b), PTZ-Ph-

←

C ≡
→

C -Pt-
−→

C ≡
←−

C -NAP in (c), and PTZ-Ph-
←−

C ≡
−→

C -Pt-
←

C ≡
→

C -NAP in (d).
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4.4.3 Condon Approximation

As mentioned above, the results at the CT state, including rate constant and projected modes, are

satisfactory, while those at the 3NAP state are poor. The reason is complex. Here we illustrate that

the break down of Condon approximation may be one of the causes.

Our model explicitly relies on two assumptions, parabolic assumption and Condon approximation.

Parabolic assumption assumes potential energy surface (PES) is parabolic. For this molecule,

parabolic assumption is probably true, as the PES has been shown to be parabolic along C≡C

bond in Fig. 20. Condon approximation states that diabatic coupling is independent of nuclear

coordinates, i.e., does not change when geometry changes. In Fig. 27 we show the change of

diabatic coupling from the 3NAP state to the CT state. It is clear that diabatic couplings do undergo

signi�cant changes (note the y axis is logarithmic), especially in the CSS→ 3NAP step, where the

coupling can di�er by two orders of magnitudes. General speaking, Condon approximation fails

more near the 3NAP than near the CT state. It may explain why CT geometry gives better results.

To explore the e�ect of the change of diabatic coupling, we replace the original coupling with

the average coupling along interpolation and redo the calculations. The new rate constants are

illustrated in Fig. 22, as “with mean V”. The correction brings signi�cant improvements, to both the

Marcus and TCLME approaches, at the 3NAP geometry, especially for the most poorly computed

CSS→ 3NAP transfer.

There is another example to illustrate that the average coupling is a better value to use than the

coupling at 3NAP geometry. As we have both 3NAP and CT states optimized, we can compute the

energy gap between them. It is 0.81 eV , and is considered to be the best theoretical estimate we

can get. We can also use the information at certain geometry to estimate the gap, with parabolic

assumption assumed. Certainly how good the estimation is a�ects the computation of rate constant.

Calculating at the CT state gives 0.78 eV , while at the 3NAP geometry gives 0.91 eV . If we still

calculate at the 3NAP geometry, but use the average diabatic coupling, the energy gap computed
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Figure 27.: Diabatic coupling values along the interpolation from the 3NAP→ CT geometries. State 0 and 10
stand for the 3NAP and the CT state, respectively.

decreases to 0.85 eV , which is much closer to 0.81 eV . This explains the improvement we get at
3NAP geometry by averaging diabatic coupling.

However, the results at CT geometry get worse, especially for Marcus theory. For the CT→

CSS reaction, the average diabatic coupling is so unreasonable that Eq. 1.21 does not have any

real solution for θ , so it is absent in Fig. 22. Looking at Fig. 27, we suspect that the best choice of

diabatic coupling is where Condon approximation holds, i.e., where the change of coupling is slow.

The proposition can be tested when the calculations of other two molecules, PTZ-CH2-Pt-NAP and

OMe-PTZ-Pt-NAP are complete.

4.5 conclusion

We present here a modi�ed version of our previous approach [27, 46]. We change the ER diabatiza-

tion to the GMH approach and apply the model to a much more complex system. Certain success

is achieved. Our approach gives reasonable rate constants and always performs better than Marcus

theory, which illustrates the robustness of our model.
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4.5 conclusion

Weinstein’s experiment demonstrates the promising future of IR-controlled electron transfer,

which has huge potential in application. The theoretical study is important to understand and

predict such property. The results presented here are a blend of success and failure. The calculations

based on the CT state give good agreement to experiments, both in rate constant and primary mode.

While 3NAP geometry gives much poorer results, but they can be partially corrected by adjusting

the diabatic coupling. The cause of failure and success of our method needs more research. The

undergoing calculations of other molecules can bring new tests to our method.
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A
S A M P L E C O D E S

The codes below are for the computation of rate constants and projected modes, written in Mathe-

matica.

Helper functions

ReadRotM[filename_]: = Module[{stream, RotMat},

stream = OpenRead[filename];

RotMat = Transpose[Partition[ToExpression[Last[Transpose[StringSplit[FindList[filename, "diabatic

RotMatrix" ]]]]], 2]];

Close[stream];

Return[RotMat]]

ReadEne[filename_]: = Module[{stream, e1, e2 },

stream = OpenRead[filename];

e1 = ToExpression[Last[StringSplit[Find[stream, "showmatrix adiabatH(0, 0) " ]]]]∗27.211396132;

e2 = ToExpression[Last[StringSplit[Find[stream, "showmatrix adiabatH(1, 1) " ]]]]∗27.211396132 (∗ in eV∗) ;

Close[stream];

Return[{e1, e2 }] (∗ in hartree ∗) ]

ReadNormalModes[filename_](∗ for QChem∗):= Module[{stream, NAtom, NMode, NBlock, Freq, ForceConst,

RedMass, IRActive, IRIntens, RamanActive, NormalModeCoord, IAn, AtomicMass, tmp},

Freq = {};

ForceConst = {};

RedMass = {};

IRActive = {};

IRIntens = {};
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RamanActive = {};

NormalModeCoord = {};

IAn = {};

AtomicMass = {};

stream = OpenRead[filename];

NMode = ToExpression[Last[Last[StringSplit[FindList[stream, "Mode"]]]]];

NBlock = If [IntegerQ[#], #, Ceiling[#]]&[NMode/3];

NAtom = (NMode + 6)/3;

Close[stream];

stream = OpenRead[filename];

Find[stream, "Raman Active"];

Read[stream];

tmp = Table[First[StringSplit[Read[stream, String ]]], {NAtom}];

AtomicMass = �antityMagnitude[ElementData[#, "AtomicWeight"] & /@ tmp];

IAn = ElementData[#, "AtomicNumber"] & /@ tmp;

Close[stream];

stream = OpenRead[filename];

Do[

Find[stream, "Mode"];

AppendTo[Freq, ToExpression[Drop[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]], 1]]];

AppendTo[ForceConst, ToExpression[Drop[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]], 2]]];

AppendTo[RedMass, ToExpression[Drop[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]], 2]]];

AppendTo[IRActive, Drop[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]], 2]];

AppendTo[IRIntens, ToExpression[Drop[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]], 2]]];

AppendTo[RamanActive, Drop[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]], 2]];

Read[stream];

NormalModeCoord = Join[NormalModeCoord, ToExpression[Transpose[Table[Partition[Rest[StringSplit[

Read[stream, String]]], 3], {NAtom}]]]];

, { i , 1, NBlock}];
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Close[stream];

{Freq, ForceConst, RedMass, IRActive , IRIntens , RamanActive} = Fla�en /@ {Freq, ForceConst, RedMass,

IRActive , IRIntens , RamanActive};

Return[{NAtom, NMode, AtomicMass, Freq, RedMass, NormalModeCoord}]]

ReadGradient[filename_, NAtom_] := Module[{stream, grad, NMode, NBlock, tmp},

grad = {};

NBlock = If [IntegerQ[#], #, Ceiling[#]]&[NAtom/6];

stream = OpenRead[filename];

Find[stream, "Gradient of the state energy ( including CIS Excitation Energy)" ];

Do[

Read[stream];

grad = Join[grad, Transpose[Table[ToExpression[Rest[StringSplit[Read[stream, String]]]], {3}]]];

, { i , 1, NBlock}];

Return[grad]]

A_⊗B_:= Outer[Times, A, B]

(∗ Project1by1 sorts phono modes into a 1 by 1 hierarchical form. Only works for one mode case, for general

3 by 3 case it should be modified. ∗)

Project1by1[gg_, Hess_]: = Module[

{S, P, Q, PHP, QHQ, L, ωc, ωck, ωb, Mc, Mck, Mb, np, ns, Sinv, G, p, k, g },

(∗ g should be 1−D, namely, ns = 1 ∗)

{ns , np} = Dimensions[gg];

g = gg;

ωc = {};

Mc = {};

p = ConstantArray[0, {np, np }];

Do[{

S = Table[g[[i ]]. g[[ j ]], { i , ns }, { j , ns }];
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Sinv = Inverse[S] ;

(∗ define projection operators ∗)

P = Sum[Sinv[[i, j ]] g[[ i ]]\[ CircleTimes]g[[ j ]], { i , ns }, { j , ns }] ;

p = p+P; (∗P = P1 + P2 + ...∗)

Q = IdentityMatrix[np]−p;

PHP = P.Hess.P ;

QHQ = Q.Hess.Q ;

{ωck, Mck} = Chop[Transpose[Take[Sort[Transpose[Eigensystem[PHP]]], −ns]], 10^−8];

{ωb, Mb} = Chop[Transpose[Take[Sort[Transpose[Eigensystem[QHQ]]], ns+k−1−np]], 10^−8];

ωc = Chop[Join[ωc, ωck], 10^−8];

Mc = Chop[Join[Mc, Mck], 10^−8];

ωall= Join[ωc, ωb]//Chop;

M = Join[Mc, Mb]//Chop ;

g = Chop[{Join[ConstantArray[0, k], ( M.Hess.Transpose[M])[[k]][[k+1;;np ]]]. M}, 10^−8]; (∗ Define nth

mode = (0, 0, 0, ..., γk+1, γk+2, ..., γk+N ) ∗)

Gnew = M.gg[[1]];

}, {k, 1, np−1}];

] (∗ The kth step gives k∗k tridiagonal submatrix on le�top , diagonal N−k on rightbo�om and only the kth

mode is coupled to the N−k bath modes ∗)

NMode[n_, hess_, M_, g_]: = Module[{h, gn, Mnm, ωprime, Gn},

h = Take[(M.hess.Transpose[M]), {1, n }, {1, n }];

{ωprime, Mn} = Transpose[Sort[Transpose[Eigensystem[h]]]];

gn = Join[Take[g, n], ConstantArray[0, n−Length[Take[g, n]]]];

Gn = Mn.gn;

Return[{
√
ωprime , Gn}]]

Initialization

• Load Core routines

SetDirectory[NotebookDirectory[]];

Needs["PhysicalConstants‘" ]; (∗ this package is outdated ... but highly useful ! ∗)
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• Conversion factors

hartree = 27.211396132 ElectronVolt (∗ eV ∗) ;

Bohr = 0.5291772108 Angstrom;

~ = hbar = PlanckConstantReduced;

• Read in �les

name = {"c13ea" , "c13ee" , "c14ea" , "c14ee" , "d26ae" , "d26ea" , "d26ee" , "d27ae" , "d27ea" , "d27ee" , "mmm

"};

path = "qchemout/"<>#<>". rtf "&/@name;

kkk = 4; (∗ in this case we are looking at c14ee ∗)

RotMat = ReadRotM[path[[kkk]]];

Ene = ReadEne[path[[kkk]]];

{NAtom, dof, AtomicMass, AngFreq, RedMass, NormMode} = ReadNormalModes[path[[kkk]]];

Grads = ReadGradient[path[[kkk]], NAtom];

ω = FreqeV = Table[Convert[2Pi SpeedOfLight AngFreq[[i]]Centimeter^−1 PlanckConstantReduced, ElectronVolt

]/ ElectronVolt , { i , 1, dof }];

Freq = Table[Convert[2Pi SpeedOfLight AngFreq[[i]]Centimeter^−1 , Second^−1], {i , 1, dof }];

NormModeInMWC = Table[Table[NormMode[[m, i, j]]
√
AtomicMass[[i]]/

√
RedMass[[m]]//Simplify//Chop, {i,

NAtom}, {j, 3}], {m, 1, dof}];

Force = Table[Sum[NormModeInMWC[[m]][[i, j]]∗Grads[[i, j]]/
√
AtomicMass[[i]]//Simplify//Chop, {i, 1,

NAtom}, {j, 1, 3}], {m, 1, dof}];

GGG = CouplingConstant = Table[Convert[Force[[m]]hartree/Bohr
√
PlanckConstantReduced/(2Freq[[m]]AMU ),

ElectronVolt]/.ElectronVolt−>1//Simplify//Chop, {m, 1, dof}];

G = G0 = Table[({

{RotMat[[1, 2]]^2, RotMat[[2, 2]]RotMat[[1, 2]]},

{RotMat[[2, 2]]RotMat[[1, 2]], RotMat[[2, 2]]^2}

}) ∗CouplingConstant[[m]]//Simplify//Chop, {m, 1, dof }];

Mode Analysis Routines

• Analyze n projected modes
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ModeAnalysis[n_]: = Module[{ωprime},

Clear[imax];

imax = n;

{ωprime, g} = NMode[n, hmat, M, Gnew];

Clear[ω, G];

ω = Take[ωprime, imax];

G = Table[({

{RotMat[[1, 2]]^2, RotMat[[2, 2]]RotMat[[1, 2]]},

{RotMat[[2, 2]]RotMat[[1, 2]], RotMat[[2, 2]]^2}

}) ∗g[[m]]//Simplify//Chop, {m, 1, imax }];

v12tab[kkk][imax] = Table[{t , V[1, 2, t ]}, { t , 0, nstep∗ tstep , tstep }];

v21tab[kkk][imax] = Table[{t , V[2, 1, t ]}, { t , 0, nstep∗ tstep , tstep }];

v12[kkk][imax]= Interpolation[v12tab[kkk][imax]];

v21[kkk][imax]= Interpolation[v21tab[kkk][imax]];

b12tab[kkk][imax] = Table[{t , Bd[1, 2, t ]}, { t , 0, nstep∗ tstep , tstep }];

b21tab[kkk][imax] = Table[{t , Bd[2, 1, t ]}, { t , 0, nstep∗ tstep , tstep }];

b12d[kkk][imax]= Interpolation[b12tab[kkk][imax]];

b21d[kkk][imax]= Interpolation[b21tab[kkk][imax]];]

• Calculation of Correlation Functions

nstep = 3000;

tstep = 0.14;

imin = 1;

imax = dof ;

Temperature = 298 Kelvin ;

~ = hbar= 6.582122∗10^(−4) (∗ eV/ps^−1 =Convert[PlanckConstantReduced /10^−12 /Second, ElectronVolt] ∗) ;

β = Convert[1/(Temperature BoltzmannConstant), ElectronVolt ^−1]/. ElectronVolt−>1;

Clear[ϵ];

ϵ[n_]: = Ene[[n]]−Sum[(G[[i, n, n]]^2/ω[[i]]) , { i , imin, imax }];
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nu[i_ ]: = 1/( Exp[β∗ω[[i]]]−1);

∆[n_, m_, i_ ]: = (G[[i , n, n]]−G[[i , m, m]])/ω[[i]];

Ω[n_, m_, i_]: = (G[[i , n, n]]+G[[i , m, m]])/ω[[i]];

f [n_, m_, τ_]: = Exp[−2∗Sum[(nu[i]+0.5)∗(∆[n, m, i])^2∗(1−Cos[ω[[i]]∗τ ]), { i , imin, imax }]];

q[n_, m_, τ_]: = Exp[I∗Sum[(∆[n, m, i])^2∗Sin[ω[[i]]∗τ ], { i , imin, imax }]];

o[n_, m_, τ_]: = (Sum[G[[i, n, m]]∗(∆[n, m, i ]∗( nu[i ]+1)Exp[I∗ω[[i]]∗τ ]−∆[n, m, i]∗nu[i]∗Exp[−I∗ω[[i]]∗τ ]+Ω[n

, m, i]), {i , imin, imax}])^2+Sum[G[[i, n, m]]∗G[[i , m, n ]]∗(( nu[i ]+1)Exp[I∗ω[[i]]∗τ ]+nu[i]Exp[−I∗ω[[i

]]∗τ ]), {i , imin, imax }];

V[m_, n_, τ_]: = 2∗ f [n, m, τ ]∗Re[Exp[−I∗(ϵ[n]−ϵ[m])∗τ ]∗q[n, m, τ ]∗o[n, m, τ ]];

Bd[m_, n_, τ_]: = f [n, m, τ ]∗q[n, m, τ ]∗o[n, m, τ ];

Get G and [Omega]

hess = FreqeV^2;

hmat = DiagonalMatrix[hess];

Project1by1 [{ CouplingConstant}, hmat]; (∗This gives a fully sorted tridiagonal matrix . You may encouter

singular matrix error for certain molecules , c14ee for example, because some couplings are zero .

Manually abort it and continue . ∗)

ModeAnalysis[dof](∗Exact calculation ∗)

ModeAnalysis[1](∗Do however many modes you like.∗)

ModeAnalysis[4]

ModeAnalysis[7]

Do[ModeAnalysis[i], { i , 5, 20, 5}]

Rate

ϕ12 = Table[NIntegrate[v12[kkk][dof][τ ], {τ , i∗tstep , ( i +1)∗ tstep }], { i , 0, nstep−1}];

ϕ21 = Table[NIntegrate[v21[kkk][dof][τ ], {τ , i∗tstep , ( i +1)∗ tstep }], { i , 0, nstep−1}];

Ww12 = {{0, 0}};

Ww21 = {{0, 0}};
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ωω12 = 0;

ωω21 = 0;

Do[ωω12p = ωω12+ϕ12[[i]];

Ww12 = Append[Ww12, {i∗tstep∗~, ωω12p}];

ωω12 = ωω12p, {i, nstep}];

Do[ωω21p = ωω21+ϕ21[[i]];

Ww21 = Append[Ww21, {i∗tstep∗~, ωω21p}];

ωω21 = ωω21p, {i, nstep}];

W12t= Interpolation[Ww12];

W21t= Interpolation[Ww21];

vm12 = Mean@Take[Table[Ww12[[i]][[2]], {i, 1, nstep }], −30];

vm21 = Mean@Take[Table[Ww21[[i]][[2]], {i, 1, nstep }], −100];

W12 = Function[Piecewise[{{W12t[#], 0< = #< = nstep∗ tstep }, {vm12 , #>nstep∗ tstep ∗~ }}]];

W21 = Function[Piecewise[{{W21t[#], 0< = #< = nstep∗ tstep }, {vm21 , #>nstep∗ tstep ∗~ }}]];

Print["Golden rule rate =" , vm21/~∗10^12, "s−1"];

Correlation function

Plot [{

Re[b21d[kkk][dof][.001 t /~]],

Re[b21d[kkk][1][.001 t /~]], Re[b21d[kkk][4][.001 t /~]],

Re[b21d[kkk][7][.001 t /~]]},

{ t , 0, 10},

PlotRange −> All,

AspectRatio −> 1,

PlotStyle −> {{ Black, Thick, Dashing[0.01]}, Blue, Green, Red, Purple},

LabelStyle −> 16,

AxesLabel −> {"t/ fs " , "Re(C12 (t )))"},

PlotLegends −> Placed[{ "Exact" , "1 Mode", "4 Modes", "7 Modes", "7 Modes"}, Right],

Epilog −> { Style [Text[name[[kkk]], {9, −2.5∗10^−7}], 24]}]
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S A M P L E Q - C H E M I N P U T F O R O P T I M I Z AT I O N

$comment

The Methyl bridged molecule in Closs’ experiments

$end

$molecule

0 1

C -3.8538411723 -2.4397929441 -0.2781121557

C -2.6207815714 -1.9037013461 -0.4734139868

C -2.3864306630 -0.5209977640 -0.2477143559

C -3.4546034173 0.2880172639 0.1829603594

C -4.7320392836 -0.2990667773 0.3801193342

C -4.9276493381 -1.6247068524 0.1560653966

H -0.3024509496 -0.5683546523 -0.7751799781

H -4.0217865448 -3.4875821104 -0.4521673982

H -1.8043474981 -2.5222185985 -0.8029584594

C -1.1068985254 0.0645757577 -0.4442755934

C -3.2100290334 1.6685575806 0.4067857365

H -5.5453108592 0.3236698503 0.7099474801

H -5.8980548165 -2.0627615681 0.3066037250

C -1.9754255426 2.1967623486 0.2119973310

C -0.8882067521 1.3902355878 -0.2247876885
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sample q-chem input for optimization

H -4.0201227615 2.2943197854 0.7388134855

H -1.8094166773 3.2452457114 0.3900327432

C 0.4648757831 2.0479811399 -0.4686532525

H 0.4950776139 2.4209923288 -1.4889882397

H 0.5324729136 2.9277013644 0.1701035540

C 1.6619530477 1.1704072323 -0.2269000915

C 1.9334725816 0.6753392957 1.1275444642

C 2.5701478753 0.8120644520 -1.2545496283

C 3.0136463511 -0.0943373636 1.3997706949

H 1.2470656779 0.9371021780 1.9125081763

C 3.6649890284 0.0340524470 -1.0138483385

H 2.3858709486 1.1674000686 -2.2534553364

C 3.9284765670 -0.4538015803 0.3499986918

H 3.1989258413 -0.4460423990 2.3990713194

H 4.3521430780 -0.2383340085 -1.7891307794

C 5.0815684544 -1.2743390439 0.6174075172

H 5.2167281378 -1.6003331584 1.6494518435

O 5.8753868349 -1.6014149915 -0.2356539868

$end

$rem

MEM_TOTAL 2000

MEM_STATIC 800

JOBTYPE OPT

EXCHANGE HF
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sample q-chem input for optimization

CORRELATION NONE (BUILT-IN)

BASIS 6-31G**

CIS_STATE_DERIV 1

CIS_N_ROOTS 3

CIS_SINGLETS FALSE

CIS_TRIPLETS TRUE

SCF_CONVERGENCE 10

CIS_CONVERGENCE 10

THRESH 12

MAX_SCF_CYCLES 100

MAX_CIS_CYCLES 100

GEOM_OPT_TOL_GRADIENT 1

GEOM_OPT_TOL_DISPLACEMENT 1

GEOM_OPT_TOL_ENERGY 1

GEOM_OPT_MAX_CYCLES 100

$end
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S A M P L E Q - C H E M I N P U T F O R E D M I S T O N - R U E D E N B E R G

D I A B AT I Z AT I O N A N D F O R C E C A L C U L AT I O N S

$comment

The Methyl bridged molecule in Closs’ experiments

$end

$molecule

0 1

C -3.8419929279 -2.4456821618 -0.2690422332

C -2.6081579205 -1.9079004937 -0.4533255368

C -2.3809108010 -0.5226414883 -0.2376504594

C -3.4569172426 0.2869401485 0.1713299491

C -4.7349041861 -0.3020181167 0.3573413828

C -4.9235046075 -1.6301445619 0.1432844555

H -0.2894381774 -0.5682376025 -0.7380447964

H -4.0043196036 -3.4959395508 -0.4355464269

H -1.7857076241 -2.5274829045 -0.7665197945

C -1.1004513260 0.0648792976 -0.4231050259

C -3.2195426616 1.6704088468 0.3852245842

H -5.5547126469 0.3211860290 0.6707161523

H -5.8948950387 -2.0696487921 0.2854059362
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sample q-chem input for edmiston-ruedenberg diabatization and force calculations

C -1.9844594898 2.2003668334 0.2016845644

C -0.8891686620 1.3929537380 -0.2131152300

H -4.0359144267 2.2971163665 0.7007106942

H -1.8239466495 3.2513547824 0.3720935397

C 0.4638869377 2.0544918303 -0.4445577994

H 0.4951028424 2.4426504343 -1.4594919837

H 0.5294088124 2.9245121242 0.2080254041

C 1.6613532731 1.1754453019 -0.2133060963

C 1.9372633777 0.6714255815 1.1365768977

C 2.5643452548 0.8222956387 -1.2473216246

C 3.0170728042 -0.1015358081 1.3994301576

H 1.2542282181 0.9292951682 1.9263988906

C 3.6587904111 0.0412588689 -1.0162575132

H 2.3761552339 1.1841586041 -2.2435733502

C 3.9268051190 -0.4552844945 0.3432280438

H 3.2059507180 -0.4599134371 2.3959689767

H 4.3429306322 -0.2278976092 -1.7957176595

C 5.0798545363 -1.2789904248 0.6003230883

H 5.2187252084 -1.6118267753 1.6308432733

O 5.8687826459 -1.6008672566 -0.2594648103

$end

$rem

SCF_CONVERGENCE 10

CIS_CONVERGENCE 10
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sample q-chem input for edmiston-ruedenberg diabatization and force calculations

THRESH 12

MAX_SCF_CYCLES 100

MAX_CIS_CYCLES 100

MEM_TOTAL 20000

MEM_STATIC 5000

JOBTYPE FORCE

SYMMETRY FALSE

EXCHANGE HF

CORRELATION NONE (BUILT-IN)

BASIS 6-31G**

CIS_STATE_DERIV 2

CIS_N_ROOTS 3

CIS_SINGLETS FALSE

CIS_TRIPLETS TRUE

SCF_GUESS READ

$end

@@@

$molecule

read

$end

$rem

SCF_CONVERGENCE 10

CIS_CONVERGENCE 10
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sample q-chem input for edmiston-ruedenberg diabatization and force calculations

THRESH 12

JOBTYPE SP

EXCHANGE HF

CIS_N_ROOTS 2

CIS_SINGLETS FALSE

CIS_TRIPLETS TRUE

BASIS 6-31G**

SCF_GUESS READ

SYMMETRY FALSE

RPA FALSE

MEM_STATIC 5000

MEM_TOTAL 20000

SYM_IGNORE TRUE

ER_CIS_NUMSTATE 2

LOC_CIS_OV_SEPARATE TRUE

MAX_SCF_CYCLES 300

MAX_CIS_CYCLES 100

$end

$localized_diabatization

comment

1 2

$end
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D
G A U S S I A N I N P U T F O R T H E C S S S TAT E O F P T Z - P T- N A P

# td=(triplets,nstates=10) b3lyp/genecp scrf=(solvent=dichloromethane) geom=connectivity

int=ultra�ne scf=tight

CSS state

0 3

Pt -1.24471 -0.26354 0.20032

C -3.23857 -0.33229 0.26656

C 0.77522 -0.20111 0.13446

P -1.08794 -2.34278 1.23001

P -1.27148 1.8192 -0.83379

C -4.48372 -0.39764 0.30924

C 2.00323 -0.15792 0.09985

C 3.4297 -0.10502 0.0638

C 4.20623 -0.87193 0.95838

C 4.10009 0.71856 -0.86652

C 5.59665 -0.81322 0.92523

H 3.70791 -1.5109 1.68074

C 5.49051 0.77122 -0.89936

H 3.51902 1.31453 -1.56333
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gaussian input for the css state of ptz-pt-nap

C 6.24862 0.00699 -0.00158

H 6.18899 -1.40332 1.61786

H 5.99429 1.40729 -1.62131

C -6.26305 1.49542 -1.11445

C -5.86305 -0.49231 0.37134

C -6.73967 0.44456 -0.32737

C -7.14824 2.37548 -1.77229

C -6.4677 -1.55842 1.1576

C -8.15894 0.27683 -0.20365

C -8.51666 2.21932 -1.65507

H -6.74267 3.18203 -2.37638

C -7.81683 -1.69972 1.26333

H -5.7999 -2.24617 1.66714

C -9.03225 1.165 -0.8672

C -8.69345 -0.78471 0.58577

H -9.21223 2.8847 -2.15286

H -8.26228 -2.4932 1.85144

C -10.49207 1.01206 -0.75424

C -10.13332 -0.9578 0.71408

C -12.40027 -0.2414 0.17939

H -12.68501 -1.22301 -0.20805

H -12.89858 0.54515 -0.38182

N -10.9546 -0.04646 0.03562

O -10.64432 -1.86417 1.38855

O -11.28016 1.77378 -1.32362
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gaussian input for the css state of ptz-pt-nap

C 8.34212 1.11679 0.65108

C 8.37799 -0.77205 -0.94552

C 9.71301 1.02984 0.9681

C 7.65564 2.28643 1.01794

C 9.75164 -1.04223 -0.78095

C 7.72385 -1.34025 -2.05146

C 10.37411 2.09314 1.58644

C 8.31358 3.32925 1.67243

H 6.5991 2.38035 0.79972

C 10.44605 -1.81588 -1.71328

C 8.41521 -2.14602 -2.95776

H 6.6665 -1.15987 -2.20107

C 9.67676 3.24552 1.95269

H 11.43543 2.00176 1.80017

H 7.74981 4.21502 1.95123

H 11.50844 -1.99037 -1.56734

C 9.78036 -2.3825 -2.8015

H 7.87614 -2.57862 -3.79586

N 7.68802 0.04108 -0.00703

S 10.59122 -0.49601 0.69269

H -5.19124 1.63036 -1.2193

H 10.19361 4.05988 2.45119

H 10.32309 -2.99973 -3.51093

H -0.33303 -2.39422 2.41525

H -2.27623 -2.98011 1.62655
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gaussian input for the css state of ptz-pt-nap

H -0.46756 -3.35507 0.47631

H -0.59951 1.90902 -2.06568

H -2.51348 2.39523 -1.15208

H -0.65825 2.86433 -0.12023

H -12.67851 -0.19213 1.23483

H C N O P S 0

6-31G(d)

****

Pt 0

SDD

****

Pt

SDD
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